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ABSTRACT

A problem of knowledge representation is considered in terms of designing a model for a simple sociological structure. A version of the access language is proposed which is based on three kinds of expressions acceptable by the system - constructors, specificators and requests. In addition, some topics concerned with model implementation and extension are discussed.
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1. **Motivation**

A model has been created with two purposes in mind: a) an attempt to simulate a simple sociological structure can show the underlying reasons for building an Automatic Programming System based on the scientific model; b) a sample implementation in PLANNER or CONNIVER can give a taste of the applicability of these programming systems to model construction and utilization.

During the development of the system an attempt has been made to analyze the author's own actions and decisions in order to draw some conclusions on:

a) which definitions are more universal than others;
b) what type of metalanguage is the most convenient for describing the syntax of the external language;
c) how to restrict the model so that it could be implemented in a short period of time and still contain enough knowledge to be extended without big changes in the basic structures;
d) what implementation language is the most appropriate for this kind of system.

Some results of this analysis are reflected directly or indirectly in the following text.

2. **Contents of the Model**

A model of an abstract research institute is considered from the following points of view:
a) administrative (structure of divisions);
b) scientific (association of divisions with research projects);
c) personnel (characteristics of the people and their assignments
to divisions and research projects); 
d) household (building maintenance, equipment, energy supply);
e) financial (sponsoring, money distribution, salaries etc.).

The goal of constructing a model is to create some formal scheme for
describing a scientific establishment and to give the user (scientific
or administrative manager, a guest, a student, or some snoopy person)
an instrument which can probably help to analyze the structure of the
institute, predict possible results of rearrangements, plan future
developments, etc.

Three stages can be outlined in the process of creating and
utilizing the system.

First stage - developing the frame which is supposed to be filled
up with specific information concerning an actual establishment. In
terms of LISP-like languages the frame is in fact a group of predefined
functions manipulating relations which are to be inserted into the
appropriate Data Base.

Second stage - filling the system with the necessary information
so that the Data Base will represent the model of the specific
establishment. Both the first and the second stages serve to create a
model, but in the first stage information provided to the system is
mostly procedural whereas in the second stage it is mostly relational.
Third stage - utilization of the system, i.e. posing questions, giving commands, changing the model, etc. In fact, pure utilization is impossible without permanent model readjustment: the whole cycle of model creation and utilization can, therefore, be described as "define the model, fill it with information, use it, repeat".

3. **Language of Access**

   According to these three stages in model specification and utilization, there are three major types of statements acceptable by the system. They are:
- constructors
- specificators
- requests.

   Statements of type "constructor" are used to define the internal structure of the model. Syntax of constructor depends on the programming system in which the model is implemented. In LISP-like language it has a common form of function definition. Function name becomes a name of relation to be used later in specificator or request. Function arguments become relation arguments to be substituted by the names of specific objects.

   Statements of type "specificator" in LISP-like language environment correspond to function calls. Normally they have the following syntax:

   $$(\text{relation-name} \ arg1 \ arg2 \ ... )$$

   where each argument can be either an atomic-object name or a list of atomic-object-names. Atomic-object-name can represent a set of homo-
geneous objects (in this case it can be thought of as a common name for typical members of a set) or a particular object (in this case it is usually the proper name of an object). Syntax of an atomic-object-name is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{atomic-object-name} & ::= \text{compound-name} [ . \text{compound-name}] \ldots \\
\text{compound-name} & ::= \text{common-name} \mid \text{proper-name} \\
& \quad \text{common-name} / \text{proper-name} \\
\text{common-name} & ::= \text{chain-of-words} \\
\text{proper-name} & ::= \text{chain-of-words} \\
\text{chain-of-words} & ::= \text{word} [ - \{ \text{word} \mid \text{number} \}] \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

Examples:
1) COMPUTER-SCIENCE-DEPARTMENT.PROJECT/ALPHA.RESEARCH-GROUP/Al
2) EMPLOYEE/JOHN-SMITH-JR
3) SALARY-100000-DOLLARS-PER-YEAR

Compound names constituting an atomic-object-name have to be ordered in accordance with the semantic subordination imposed by the subordinate-type relation (see next paragraph). Thus in the first example it is supposed that some relations had asserted already that "Research Group Al is a part of Project ALPHA which in its turn is a part of Computer Science Department".

The combination of common-name and proper-name is useful if any ambiguity arises from utilizing only one or the other. Chain-of-words is the basic syntactic element to create atomic-object-names (as well as relation names). It is defined syntactically almost the same way as an identifier in most programming languages but looks a little more natural when defined through the utilization of the notions "word" and "number".
The effect of a specificator accepted by the system is that some additional substructure appears in the Data Base or some changes take place in the existing structure.

Statements of the type "request" are similar to specificators in syntax but the result of their evaluation is mostly informative rather than creative. Request functions normally analyze the existing Data Base structure and create temporary substructures which are used to develop appropriate answers to given requests.

4. **Specificators**

Specificator is the major type of expression used to insert certain knowledge into the Data Base. It is useful to classify possible specificators by introducing the notion of "specificator type". Actually, specificator type defines a manner of connecting objects within the Data Base structure. For the simple model of a Research Institute the following specificator types seem to be adequate:

a) subordination
b) correlation
c) condition

Some examples are considered below. The first group of specificators is of type "subordination". The syntax of each specificator is represented by a relation name and list of formal parameters (formal parameters are given in lower case). Comments and simple examples show the manner of their utilization. The following specificators were found to be most useful:
1) (CONSTITUTE-OF container constituent constituent-specification)

where

<constituent-specification>::=<list-of-specific-constituents> | 
<expectable-number-of-constituents> | <empty>

CONSTITUTE-OF specifierator introduces two objects called "container" and "constituent" and an optional "constituent-specification".
"Constituent-specification" can be either in the form of "list-of-specific-constituents", or it can give the "expectable-number-of-constituents", or it is empty.

Example:

If we want to express the fact "A laboratory consists of three sectors, namely A1, A2 and A3", then a CONSTITUTE-OF specifierator can be used to represent this fact to the system in the form:

(CONSTITUTE-OF LABORATORY SECTOR (A1 A2 A3))
or in the form:

(CONSTITUTE-OF LABORATORY SECTOR 3)
or in the form:

(CONSTITUTE-OF LABORATORY (SECTOR/A1 SECTOR/A2 SECTOR/A3))

In the last example constituent is represented by the list of specific objects rather than by a common name.

2) (WORK-ON actor activity activity-specification)

WORK-ON specifierator describes an object, called "actor", which is supposed to work on some "activity". Similar to CONSTITUTE-OF specifierator this type of relation also can have an optional "list-of-specific-activities" or "expectable-number-of-activities" as a form of "activity-specification".
Example:
The fact "Sector Al is working on Project STAR" can be expressed in the form:

(WORK-ON SECTOR/Al PROJECT (STAR))
or in the form:

(WORK-ON SECTOR/Al PROJECT/STAR)

3) (HAS-ATTRIBUTE item attribute attribute-specification)

This type of specifierator permits representing a fact that an object called "item" has some "attributes", which can be represented as in previous examples by an optional "list-of-specific-attributes" or an "expectable-number-of-attributes".

Example:
Expression "A person is characterized by his experience, educational degree, salary and creativeness" can be represented in the form of relation:

(HAS-ATTRIBUTE PERSON CHARACTERISTIC

(EXPERIENCE EDUCATIONAL-DEGREE SALARY CREATIVENESS))

4) (MEASURED-in property unit-of-measure unit-specification)

This type of specifierator introduces the way of measuring for some property. Unit-specification can represent either the range of units-of-measure or a list of specific names for units-of-measure.

Example:

(MEASURED-IN EXPERIENCE DEGREE-OF-EXPERIENCE

(NOVICE DILETTANTE PROFESSIONAL EXPERT))
5) (SUPERVISE chief minor minor-specification)

SUPERVISE specifierator is the most clear and direct representative of subordination-type relation.

Example: (SUPERVISE BOSS EMPLOYEE 12)

6) (DURATION activity time time-specification)

DURATION specifierator allows us to represent an activity which is dependent on a specific amount of time.

Example: (DURATION SPONSORING-PERIOD MONTHS 24)

It can be noticed now that all relations described so far have similar formats. General syntax of this format can be defined as follows:

(subordination-name superior subordinate subordinate-specification) (2)

where

<subordination-name>::= <chain-of-words>
<superior>::= <atomic-object-name>
<subordinate>::= <atomic-object-name> | ( <atomic-object-name>... )
<subordinate-specification>::= <list-of-specific-subordinates> | <expectable-number-of-subordinates> | <empty>

Semantics of relation between superior and subordinates can be represented in Data Base by the simple structure of Fig.1. We shall call this type of structure a "relation-branch".
It is clear that the same object can participate as superior or subordinate in different relations (probably of the same type but on different levels). Therefore the main Data Base structure looks like a multilevel and multilayer tree, constructed from relation-branches.

It was found that subordination-type specificator (which is somewhat similar to set inclusion) is not sufficient for some elements of model representation. "Correlation" is another type of specificator used to complement the subordination.

General syntax of correlation is the following:
(correlation-name heading list-of-tuples-of-correlating-objects) (3)

Example:
If we want to express the fact: "Group B1 is occupying rooms 591, 592, 517, whereas Group B2 is occupying rooms 297, 213, 217" then the following expression can be used:

(OCCUPATION GROUP ROOM (B1 (591 592 517))
(B2 (297 213 217)))

It is clear from this example that one-to-one correspondence is supported between elements of the heading (in this case "GROUP" and "ROOM") and elements of each tuple; or, in other words, each element
of the heading corresponds to a vertical crossection of the matrix, represented by list-of-tuples. On the other hand each element of tuple can be either a single item (like "B1" or "B2") or a list (like "(501 502 517)"). This type of specificator can be illustrated by the following structure (Fig. 2):

Fig.2

Sometimes it is ambiguous what type of relation should be used to express certain facts. For instance, the correspondence between "Groups" and "Projects" in the Research Institute can be expressed either in the form of subordinations (WORK-ON) or in the form of correlations. Fig.3 represents the structure using only subordination specificators, whereas Fig.4 represents almost the same knowledge with the aid of correlation specificator (RESPONSIBILITY).
Subordination- and correlation-type specificators give the possibility of representing a static, affirmative knowledge about the domain. There is a need also to represent suppositions of the type:

"If a person with professional experience in symbol manipulation is employed in the Group B2 then (*) Project BETA could be finished in six months".
Condition is a type of specificator which helps to represent conditional knowledge. General syntax of condition:

\[
\text{(condition-name set-of-predicates list-of-expressions)} \quad (4)
\]

where

\[
\text{set-of-predicates} ::= \text{predicate} \mid \text{(predicate)} \{\text{AND OR predicate}\} \ldots
\]

\[
\text{list-of-expressions} ::= \text{expression} \{\text{expression}\} \ldots
\]

\[
\text{predicate} ::= \text{specifier} \mid \text{programming-system-predicate}
\]

\[
\text{expression} ::= \text{specifier} \mid \text{programming-system-expression}
\]

Evaluation of conditions is going on in the following way:

1) Set-of-predicates is evaluated as a logical expression with respect to AND and OR operators, where precedence is established either by brackets or by usual operator precedence. Each predicate can be either in the form of specificator or in the form of any eligible predicate for a given programming system, such as `(EQUAL arg1 arg2)` in LISP.

Specificator is evaluated to truth value T if an appropriate relation exists already in the Data Base; otherwise it is evaluated to the false value NIL. Programming-system-predicate is evaluated to truth or false value according to appropriate rules of the implementation language.
An additional feature is the possibility of using a specificator as an argument of programming-system-predicate. Also, specificator used within condition is allowed to contain variables, which can get their values by application of condition to the Data Base (see example below).

2) If the value of the set-of-predicates is \( T \), then the list-of-expressions is evaluated, otherwise evaluation returns with NIL (meaning that given condition cannot be applied to the existing Data Base).

Each expression in the list-of-expressions can be either specificator or any expression eligible for the given programming system. Normally, during evaluation of the list-of-expressions, some temporary amendments are made in the Data Base and specificator variables are bound to particular objects thus permitting analysis of the results of new relation combinations.

Example:
The supposition expressed in the natural language statement (*) on page 14 can be represented to the system in a following way:

\[
\text{(PROJECT-ACCELERATION-CONDITION } \ ((\text{CONSIST-OF } \text{GROUP/B2 } \ (?X(?Y)))) \\
\text{AND } \ (\text{HAS-ATTRIBUTE } \ ?X \ (\text{EXPERIENCE PROFESSIONAL})) \\
\text{AND } \ (\text{HAS-ATTRIBUTE } \ ?X \ (\text{SPECIALTY SYMBOL-MANIPULATION})) \\
\text{(DURATION PROJECT/BETA SIX-MONTHS))}
\]

(\text{**})

In this example some new possibilities are illustrated. Set-of-predicates consist of three specificators connected by AND operators. Free variable \( X \) (denoted by the question-mark) participates in all
these specifiers, which helps to represent the following idea:
"If any person could be found who is a member of Group B2 and has a professional experience in his specialty, namely symbol-manipulation, then PROJECT-ACCELERATION-CONDITION would be satisfied and as a result a relation (DURATION PROJECT/BETA SIX-MONTHS) would be true."

Free variable Y represents "the rest of GROUP B2" which can consist of one or more persons.

The lists (EXPERIENCE PROFESSIONAL) and (SPECIALTY SYMBOL-MANIPULATION) are different forms of X's attributes which can be attached to object X in the Data Base either directly as in Fig.5 or indirectly as in Fig.6.

![Fig.5 Diagram]
Conditions are not evaluated when they are introduced to the system and they do nothing with the existing model structure in the Data Base. Instead, they are collected (like theorems in PLANNER), together with associated lists of patterns which should permit their pattern-directed invocation. In the previous example the pattern associated with PROJECT-ACCELERATION-CONDITION is: (DURATION PROJECT/BETA SIX-MONTHS).

In the case when several expressions constitute list-of-expressions in the condition, a complex pattern is created which sometimes looks similar to a small tree-like substructure kept temporarily apart from the main model structure. Possible utilization of this substructure can happen during a pattern-directed request (see below) when a small tree-like pattern is matched against different pieces of the gigantic Data Base.
5. **Requests**

Requests are used in the stage of model analyzing and getting information about different aspects of the simulated establishment. Underlying motives for different forms of requests are described informally below.

A). There is a need for information about some substructure representing a particular set of relations between immediately connected objects, their attributes, measures, etc. This type of information could be obtained through a "plane-pattern-request" (P-P-R).

Syntactically, plane-pattern-requests correspond to subordination- or correlation-type specificators with question-marked variables in the places of unknown elements.

Examples:

A-1) (P-P-R (?X LABORATORY SECTOR))
This request can have the meaning: "What is a direct relationship between objects, called LABORATORY and SECTOR?"

A-2) (P-P-R (OCCUPATION ?Z ROOM (501 517)))
This request can correspond to the question: "Who occupies rooms 501 and 517?"

A-3) (P-P-R (WORK-ON SECTOR/A1 ?ACTIVITY))
This expression can represent the question: "What is the name of activity carried out by SECTOR/A1?"
B). In addition to possibilities given by plane-pattern-requests, it is necessary to discover deep interrelations or "relation paths" between particular objects or groups of objects. A request for this kind of information can be named "cross-pattern-request" (C-P-R).

Syntactically, cross-pattern-request looks like a set-of-predicates in condition-type specifier.

Example:

(C-P-R (WORK-ON (?X(YP PROJECT/BETA) AND (HAS-ATTRIBUTE ?X

((DEGREE PHD-COMP-SC) (SPECIALTY COMPILER-CONSTRUCTION))).)))

This expression can represent the following inquiry: "Is there anything in the Data Base which is working on Project BETA and has as its part an item (?X), presumably a human being, who is lucky to have such attribute as PhD in Computer Science and is specializing in Compiler Construction?"

An end-user requiring this information would probably be satisfied if the system extracts from the Data Base and displays a structure of Fig.7 as an answer.
In fig.7 only the objects in rectangles are participating in the request, whereas all other objects and their relationships are extracted from the Data Base.

C). Finally, an end-user might have an understandable desire to look at possible results of some rearrangements in the model. Condition-type specificators can provide the necessary information if they are prepared to do that. "Call-by-name" (C-B-N) or "Pattern-directed-request" (P-D-R) are possible forms of condition invocation.

Examples:
C-1) (C-B-N PROJECT-ACCELERATION-CONDITION (X = JIM-JONES))
C-2) (P-D-R (DURATION PROJECT/BETA ?W))

Both these requests could invoke, for instance, specificator (**) given in the example on page 16. In the first type of invocation (example C-1) variable X should be bound to JIM-JONES value prior to evaluation of the set-of-predicates in (**). Possible system response could be the answer:

(HAS-ATTRIBUTE JIM-JONES (EXPERIENCE PROFESSIONAL)) IS FAULT THEREFORE PROJECT-ACCELERATION-CONDITION CANNOT BE SATISFIED.

In example C-2 variable X has to be bound iteratively to different elements, members of GROUP/B2, until the whole set-of-predicates in (**) is evaluated to the truth value. If no one member of GROUP/B2 has the necessary attributes to satisfy the given set-of-predicates, then the answer to this request would be negative.
6. Implementation and Extension

A simple model designed on the basis of the above considerations can be implemented without serious problems if a programming system is available which allows flexible symbol manipulation and has the possibility of creating a structured Data Base. Even standard LISP can be used for this purpose, but advanced systems (like PLANNER[1], CONNIVER[2] and SETL[3]) permit much more convenience and flexibility in the stage of developing constructors (i.e. functions defining the internal structure of the model).

PLANNER and CONNIVER are also very advantageous because they have system-defined pattern search and pattern-directed procedure invocation. Both these features are in fact the major mechanisms for implementation of requests.

The proposed approach for developing a model of a Research Institute is strongly influenced by the ideas of MAPl language[4], particularly by the MAPl relational approach to knowledge representation. In this memo the author has tried to stress the idea that it is worthwhile to concentrate on the development of the following aspects:

- creating a frame of the model: definition of general model structure, introduction of relation types and development of an assortment of relation patterns which will be used in the later stage of model specification:

- design of a set of operators manipulating model elements: these operators can specify a search for particular node (object) or arc (relationship), or they can help to extract information about associatively connected sets of elements, etc.
Certain balance should be achieved between the amount of work performed by system-programmer, by domain-expert and by an end-user. All three categories should be permitted to participate to some extent in model creation and amendment as well as in knowledge specification and utilization.

Classifying possible statements into three main types (constructors, specificators and requests) is, of course, not the only possible classification for a given problem. However, this kind of classification helps to clarify what kind of work has to be done in order to achieve a simple and extensible solution for the problem.

In terms of a proposed approach, extension of the model can be performed by the development of additional types of specificators and requests. In some cases it requires only minor modifications of existing constructors, in other cases new constructors should be created with the purpose of complementing or replacing some of the existing constructors. It is essential that modification of the set of constructors should not require extensive modification of the existing Data Base, but instead just give another point of view of the heap of knowledge stored in the computer memory.
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